NASO
Room booking and beyond

NASO
Taking room booking to a new level of simplicity
Functionality
• Room status clearly visible from a distance
• Three status colors to guide you
• Book instant and future meetings
• End or extend ongoing meetings
• View and edit future meetings
• Check-in feature with automatic cancellations for no-shows
• Report broken equipment
• Intelligently adapts to enhance usability
• Minimalistic Scandinavian design
• Remote management
• Easy installation and set up
• Analytics and insights
• Switch device language during session
• Microsoft 365 integration
• 5-way cabling
• PoE or DC-power supply
• Energy saving mode
• Standard and glass wall mounting included
• Internationally Awarded
• 2-year warranty
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PACKAGE
OPTIONS
Each package has a
different set of features
Evoko has developed award-winning room
booking solutions since 2009. Our new Evoko
Naso takes the room booking experience to a
new level of simplicity.
While the Evoko Naso comes with a great suite
of standard features and benefits, you can also
upgrade by adding any or all of our package
options. Varying package options are available
to provide a workspace solution that’s customtailored to your specific needs.
As Evoko builds both the hardware and software,
we can guarantee best-in-class quality, security,
and functionality. Paired with a seamless
set-up process and our trademark intuitive
interface, we offer next-generation simplicity.

ROSE

Complete Room
Services

PEPPER

Personal Place
Resources

GUAVA

EXTENDED NASO FUNCTIONALITY

DESK MANAGEMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

PROFESSIONAL WELCOMING

User identification with PIN/RFID
Personal calendar sync
Automatic check-in via Bluetooth
Search for and book other rooms
Extended analytics & insights
Room Finder and filters

Book instant and future desks
Desk check-in and check-out
Automatic cancellations for no-shows
Desk resources
Location preferences

• Push notifications and alerts

Guest and Visitor
Administration

• Automated visitor pre-registration
• Photo capture
• Badge printing

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

MEETING AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

DESK AND PEOPLE FINDING

• Order catering
• Set room layout
• Push notifications and alerts

• Static map or HERE Technology interactive map1
• People locator based on room/desk check-ins
• Naso desk booking app

• Require signing of digital agreements /
policies / terms and conditions
• Attendance status of who is in the building
• Employee check-in & out
• Visitor categories
• Visitor information

NASO MOBILE

REAL TIME DATE INSIGHTS

AUTOMATED NOTIFICATIONS

• Static map or interactive map1
• Book meeting rooms on the go

• Bookable desk occupancy insights
• Meeting room insights
• Visitor insights

• Visitor notificaiton and pre-registration code
• E-mail notification sent to host upon visitor
arrival

EXTENSIONS AND INTEROPERABILITY
•
•
•
•
•

Outlook plug-in
Naso room booking app
Room sensor integration3
Video conferencing automation
Microsoft Teams integration

• Open API2

EXTENSIONS AND INTEROPERABILITY
•
•
•
•

Outlook plug-in
Naso desk booking app
Desk sensor integration3
Automatic check-in via sensors3
1. Requires interactive map license
2. Coming soon
3. Requires approved 3rd party sensors
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THE EVOKO NASO
MOBILE APP
The Naso mobile app takes the room and desk
booking experience to a new level of simplicity

Automated check-in

Floor plans

Notifications & alerts

With bluetooth low-energy
check-in, users are
automatically checked in
to meeting rooms.

With floor plans and location
mapping you will never get
lost again.

Real-time notifications and
reminders for bookings,
check-in, and cancellations
for no-shows.

Find a colleague

Location preferences

Manage bookable desks

Collaborate with co-workers
by finding a colleague’s
booked location.

Set your preferred location
& floor. When searching for
desks, preferred locations
will appear first.

Depending on your needs
desks can be booked in
advance or simply arrive at
an available desk.
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RETURNING
TO WORK
Social Distancing + Contact Tracing
in the Workplace
With a suite of new features, Evoko Naso provides flexible,
configurable solutions to support a safe transition back to the
workplace.
• HOT DESKING AND AGILE DESK BOOKING
• NO-TOUCH MEETING ROOM EXPERIENCES
• VISITOR MANAGEMENT AND CONTACT TRACING
• REAL-TIME DATA INSIGHTS
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HOT DESKING &
AGILE DESK BOOKING
Fixed, bookable, and individually assigned
desk management
With greater flexibility needed in managing desks while maintaining space management
requirements, Evoko has developed a range of features to further enhance our existing
capabilities and ensure a safe and efficient workplace environment. Whether you require
the ability to assign fixed desks to employees, provide flexibility where people sit, or create
bookable desks, Evoko Naso supports complete flexibility in desk configuration, with built-in
intelligence that makes social distancing simple.

Assign a fixed desk

Define bookable desks

Ad hoc desk booking

Identify who will be returning
to the office and assign
them a fixed desk that is
only available for their use.
Assigning a fixed desk can
help with adherence to social
distancing and providing
employees with comfort.

Pre-determine what desks
can be used while enabling
the flexibility for employees to
choose their individual desk
from available workstations.
Using the mobile app,
employees can also easily
find a colleague with real
time location mapping on
your floor plan.

With our integrated presence
detection sensors placed at
available desks, workstations
are automatically made
unavailable based on realtime occupancy and space
management requirements.
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NO-TOUCH MEETING
Navigate and Check-in/Check-out your way
With a variety of features to help employees and visitors find and check-in to meetings, Naso
reduces the need to touch surfaces in the workplace.

Dynamic mapping

Automatic check-in

Manual check-in

By using either static maps
or interactive maps1, users
can easily navigate to rooms
and desks.

Bluetooth will automatically
check in the user, as a host
or an attendee.

Naso mobile app allows
check-in by phone.

Sensor integration

Built-in cleaning time

Visible room status

Naso integrates with
BlueCats and Kontakt.io
sensors.

Built-in setup and tear-down
time between meetings can
be used for room cleaning,
as well as other tasks and
services.

Three distinctive 360 degree
halo lights on panel visibly
display the room status
from a distance.

1. Requires interactive map license
and Rose license
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VISITOR MANAGEMENT
& CONTACT TRACING
Application
The Guava app1 interacts with your visitors to automatically identify them and notify
the host of their arrival.

Pre-screening

Contactless sign-in

Badge printing

Provide social distancing
information and ask prearrival questions before
guests arrive on site.

Visitors can sign in on
arrival using a given code.

Optional printing2 of visitor
badges with photos can
improve security.

Dashboard analytics

Real-time notifications

Simple set-up

Understand visitor behavior
with detailed reports,
including critical contact
tracing information.

Alert hosts via email when
visitors arrive.

The Guava app is compatible
with iPad for easy setup and
quick deployment.

1.Coming soon
2.Printer not included
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REAL-TIME DATA
INSIGHTS
Evoko Naso provides real-time visual dashboards and
exportable data reporting capabilities
The provided data insights helps the user to optimize the potential of the available meeting
spaces. Reports provide an overview of all locations, users, and spaces, giving a snapshot of space
utilization metrics including:

Bookable Desk Occupancy
Insights

Meeting Room Insights

• Total number of active
bookable desks

• Recurring Meetings

• Total Site Visits

• Number of bookings
created in period

• Ad-Hoc Meetings

• Visitors

• Auto Cancelled

• Contractors

• Number of bookable desks
currently occupied (today)

• User Cancelled

• Deliveries

• Active Meeting Rooms

• Members

• Busiest Desk

• Busiest Room

• Currently signed in

• Average Desk Occupancy
Period (mins)

• Busiest Day

• Pre-Registered Visitors

• Total Meeting Bookings

Visitor Management
Insights

• Average Visit Length

• Busiest Day
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EVOKO NASO
ARTICLE NUMBER: ENX1001
Technical specifications
DISPLAY

POWER

COMPATIBLE PLATFORMS

UI LANGUAGES

8” LCD 4:3 1024x768

Power over Ethernet, PoE RJ45
802.3at PD type 1 (13W)

Microsoft 365

English
Future languages:

CONNECTIVITY

DC-Power
5VDC (DC-Power supply sold seperatly]

Microsoft Exchange 2019*
Microsoft Exchange 2016*

Ethernet
1000base-t/ 100base-tx/ 10base-te

SENSORS

Wifi
802.11b/g/n/ac 2.4ghz

Proximity sensor

Arabi
Catalan
Simplified Chinese
Traditional Chinese
Czech
Danish
Dutch
Estonian
Finnish
French
Galician
German
Italian
Japanese
Latvian
Lithuanian
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
Swedish

Capacitive multi-touch

RFID
NFCIP-1, NFCIP-2 protocol

Ambient light sensor

Google Workspace*

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Size:
195 x 195 x 35mm [7.7 x 7.7 x 1.37in]

MOUNTING

Weight:

ISO/IEC 14443A, ISO/IEC 14443B PICC mode via
host interface

5-way cable exit

0.9 kg [2 lbs]
Retail Sales kit package:

MIFARE PCD encryption mechanism (MIFARE 1K/4K)

Standard wall mount included in package
Glass wall mount included in package

290 x 290 x 73mm [11.4 x 11.4 x 2.9in]
1,6 kg [3.6 lbs]

NFC Forum tag 1 to 4, (MIFARE Ultralight, Jewel,
Open FeliCa tag MIFARE DESFire)
Bluetooth
Bluetooth 4.2 (BLE)

MORE FEATURES
Indirect light halo and edge light makes the room
status visible from a distance

INCLUDED IN THE BOX
Evoko Naso unit

Remote management with multi-site support

Mounting kits for both standard and glass walls

Real-time monitoring & statistics

2-year warranty

Open API for 3rd party integration*

Product support via phone/email/web-tickets

*Coming soon
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GET IN TOUCH
Contact us
Evoko Naso
How to buy
Evoko support & knowledge base
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www.evoko.se
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